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Abstract: Radio network access technology currently used in 4G/5G is Long
Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A), which was developed by 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP). Device-to-device (D2D) communication is a technology enabling direct communications among wireless devices without forwarding
through an evolved Node B (eNB). Moreover, D2D transmission can support
vehicles as a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) environment. It is possible to avoid accidents via exchanging movement-related information among vehicles and effectively increase driving safety (and efﬁciency). However, radio resources are
limited in radio networks. A vehicle transmits through D2D in Long Term Evolution-Vehicle (LTE-V) mode-3 standard, and an eNB can allocate the same spectrum radio resources for cellular and V2V links simultaneously. When using
the same radio resources, the probability of interference may increase. This study
designed a semipersistent resource allocation algorithm based on different cycles
in an LTE-V network. Moreover, resource allocation under different cycles was
analyzed, and a scheme for resource selection is proposed based on cycle size.
The proposed Semi Persistent Gain Aware Resource Allocation (SP-GARA)
scheme selects resources based on the expected sum rate of the cycle size and analyzes and discusses the results of the total sum rate at different cycles and speeds
for an improved performance.
Keywords: 4G/5G; LTE-V; D2D; C-V2X; resource allocation; semipersistent

1 Introduction
With the increasing popularity of wireless mobile devices, people have moved from being restricted by
wired networks to accessing networks anytime and anywhere. Therefore, people’s demand for Internet
bandwidth is increasing. However, radio resources are limited. When numerous users use a radio network
simultaneously, it inevitably leads to congestion, thereby causing a high delay and low network quality.
This issue has promoted studies on device-to-device (D2D) communication and resource allocation.
In the ﬁeld of resource allocation, many studies leverage system snapshots for improved speed.
However, resource allocation varies considerably in real scenarios. The basic scheduling proceeds along
with Transmission Time Intervals (TTI). With an increasing demand for the network, every TTI allocation
imposes a high computing load on the evolved Node B (eNB). Therefore, this study investigates a method
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
work is properly cited.
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to effectively allocate resources to reduce burden on the eNB. Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) [1,2]
can support D2D for vehicles as Long Term Evolution-Vehicle (LTE-V). As an alternative, the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) group has published the ﬁrst version of Release 14 in September 2016, which
includes support for vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications [3]. Based on Release 14, we discussed
two operational modes for LTE-V network such as mode-3 and mode-4. These two modes have been
speciﬁcally designed for vehicular communications [4]. These modes can provide vehicles to create a
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) link as a D2D communication link without a go through eNB via licensed
cellular bands. Modes-3 and -4 both can support direct V2V communication. However, in this paper, we
focus on the resource allocation problem in cellular vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) networks within a
mode-3 environment. First, considering that all radio resources have been allocated to User Equipment
(UE), when a V2V link that should transmit data needs resources, it must share radio resources with other
UEs in Fig. 1. Another issue that needs to be considered is that as vehicles run at different speeds,
resources need to be reallocated based on different locations. In the basic state, resource allocation was
performed for each TTI. The advantage of this approach is that resource allocation can be adjusted
frequently based on vehicle’s accurate location. The disadvantage is that when considering the vehicle’s
speed, excessive frequent resource allocations will impose a heavy burden on the eNB, causing low
system efﬁciency. Therefore, the issue of effectively allocating resources to UE in terms of speed and
cycle must be addressed. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
 Applying the idea of considering the vehicle speed and location to allocate appropriate radio resource
for V2V link in LTE-V network.
 Proposing a Semi Persistent Gain Aware Resource Allocation (SP-GARA) scheme to prevent high
frequency allocation and reduce eNB overhead.
 Designing the appropriate Cellular User Equipment (CUE) uplink reusing spectrum as V2V link
resources to maximize the system sum rate and reduce the system overhead simultaneously.
 Exploring the impact of varying resource allocation time cycles for the proposed resource allocation
algorithm.

Figure 1: V2V communication in LTE-A [4]
This study is organized as follows. LTE D2D technology and some resource allocation schemes in LTE
D2D and LTE-V network are brieﬂy introduced in Section 2. The method of the proposed SP-GARA scheme
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for LTE-V is presented in Section 3. The results, simulation study, performance comparison, and discussion
are listed in Section 4. Finally, we will conclude this study in Section 5.
2 Related Work
3GPP designed the LTE-A as a major international 4G network standard. The LTE-A can achieve the
maximum data rates of 1 Gbps in downlink and 500 Mbps in uplink for mobile users without movement;
moreover, it can support up to 100 Mbps during high mobility (e.g., in a high-speed train). In the ﬁeld of
4G/5G wireless network research, the research on the scheduling of various MAC layer networks has
always been the focus of many researchers, such as the research on handover scheduling in
heterogeneous mobile networks [5,6] and research on multimode Quality of Service (QoS) guarantee [7–9].
In the 5G wireless network research, the D2D communication is an important research issue. Therefore,
the research on D2D resource allocation in LTE-A networks is extensive, including the selection and
conﬁguration of radio resources, D2D communication within the signal range of a single eNB, one-to-one
or one-to-many resource allocations such as [10–12], and some research mechanisms and decisionmaking deigns such as [13,14] for the support of iteration, weight values, and QoS. The goal of resource
allocation is simply to reduce the burden and congestion of a radio network when many UEs access the
same network simultaneously and improve the overall capacity. In [15] focused on D2D communication
within the signal range of a single eNB where a convex hull inspired distributed D2D Controller (DDC)
was selected. First, the author determined how many DDCs should be placed based on the number of
D2D links (D2D link density and location), and different groups used different radio Resource Blocks
(RBs). In [16], the research is focused on D2D communication within the signal range of a single eNB,
where available RBs were selected for one-to-one pairing when the signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) thresholds. In [17], a two-timescale federated Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithm is
developed to help obtain robust models, the graph theory-based vehicle clustering algorithm is executed
for different timescales, and the proposed two-timescale federated DRL algorithm for the activation of the
appropriate V2V pairs. Moreover, the resource allocation for V2V link issue is very popular in the LTEV network. In [18], researchers considered the power consumption issue, the proposed optimization
framework shows an improvement in terms of the overall energy efﬁciency of the LTE-V network, and
moreover, it also considers cooperation among vehicles to more efﬁciently allocate the resources and
adjust power-splitting (PS) factors with better performance.
As the V2V resource allocation research issue is very popular in LTE networks, there are many research
articles mentioned above it. In [19,20], the LTE V2V resource allocation is similar to that in the present D2D
study, which is discussed in some studies [21,22]. The V2V study scenario also combines Road-Side Unit
(RSU) resources in Vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) for hybrid-resource allocation, which is a little
different from our research area of single V2V resource environment. In [23,24], these support the
vehicles to autonomously predicate to select appropriate radio resources in a distributed LTE-V mode
4 environment. Our research environment is the centralized resource allocation by the eNB as the LTE-V
mode 3. In [25], they have a goal to maximize the number of vehicular links while satisfying the QoS for
cellular users, and then, the proposed novel scheme for the BS to jointly allocate resources and obtain the
maximum number of vehicular links that can be established for a given available bandwidth and cellular
user distribution. However, only few studies have considered the period of resource allocation to improve
the throughput and reduce the system overhead, which is an important research issue in LTE-V mode3 network.
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3 Methods: Semi Persistent Gain Aware Resource Allocation (SP-GARA) Scheme
In this study, we used vehicles to establish V2V links for D2D communication in LTE-V environment. In
the abovementioned resource allocation, the onboard V2V is similar to the D2D technology of LTE-A. In
addition to providing better connection quality through LTE, it can transmit with low delay and high
transmission rate and provide V2V link services.
In the currently considered LTE-V mode-3 environment, each V2V link uses a dedicated one CUE radio
resource based on eNB allocation. In previous studies, the eNB allocated the radio resource only once or
every TTI. A one-time resource allocation cannot support the movement of V2V links, but every TTI
allocation may reach dynamic behavior with high computing loading for eNB. We assume a gain value in
our proposed SP-GARA scheme for eNB with low computing loading and high total system rate.
The proposed scheme uses multiple V2V links that randomly enter the research scenario to simulate
V2V links on a highway for data transition. Different cycle lengths are used to determine the timing at
which resource allocation should be performed and then a continuous gain value is obtained according to
the cycle length to select appropriate CUEs that share spectrum resources. We designed the decision
conditions to calculate the gain value obtained from the V2V links in the scenario to help the V2V links
select the proper radio resources.
In a continuous-time scenario and a single eNB with signal range, vehicles randomly drive on lanes in
the scenario at a constant speed. The signal radius is R, and there are n CUEs with ﬁxed locations. Each CUE
is allocated an RB to use and transmit data to the eNB in uplink. At the eNB vertical distance D position, a
multilane is present in the same direction, and the vehicles will be paired, which are called V2V links, and
enter the scenario randomly. Assume that a V2V in the scenario requires data transmission, and the CUEs use
all resources in the original scenario, so the pair of a V2V link and a CUE must share the same radio
resources. Furthermore, considering the problem of interference, resources are allocated to V2V link/CUE
pairs. The basic concept is that time is continuous and the eNB continuously allocates resources to the
V2V links in the scenario at a certain point in time. By selecting the CUE resource that can get the
maximum sum rate to pair with, we anticipate to reduce the load of the eNB and increase the overall sum
rate. The research scenario is shown in Fig. 1. Considering the blue line as an example, the CUE
transmits data to the eNB in uplink, and the eNB allocates resources to the CUE. At this time, the
vehicles carrying the blue V2V link use the same resources as the CUE and cause mutual interference.
Considering the blue dotted line as an example, the vehicle behind the V2V link causes interference to
the eNB, and the CUE causes interference to the vehicle in front.
3.1 Problem Equation
Our goal is to maximize the overall sum rate with a low burden on the eNB in the long run. In the present
studies [26,27], the estimation of the channel quality at a certain time t, the V2Vj and data rate of CUEi in the
scenario are deﬁned as


(1)
RateVi;j2V ðt Þ ¼ B  log2 1 þ SINRV 2Vj


ð
t
Þ
¼
B

log
1
þ
SINR
RateCUE
2
CUE
i;j
i

(2)

Further, we only consider the CUE and V2V link with reused resources to be included in the calculation
range; therefore, the system sum rate is deﬁned as the sum rate of the CUE and V2V link with reused
resources. At a certain time t, the system sum rate is expressed as
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(3)

j

xi;j ðt Þ: Deﬁned as whether V2V linkj and CUEi are paired at time t.
V 2V ðtÞ: Deﬁned as all V2V links in the scenario at time t.
Finally, our goal is to maximize the system sum rate from t = 0 to inﬁnite when considering V2V uses at
most one CUE spectrum resource. The equation is expressed as follows:
2 1
3
Z
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(5)
(6)

xi;j ðt Þ: At time t, whether V2V linkj and CUEi are paired
V2VðtÞ: At time t, all V2V links in the scenario.
RateCUE
i;j ðt Þ: CUE’s data rate when V2V linkj is paired with CUEi at time t.
RateVi;j2V ðt Þ: V2V’s data rate when V2V linkj is paired with CUEi at time t.
3.2 Cycle of Resource Allocation (TRM)
In our research environment, the ﬁrst problem to be solved is determining resource allocation for the
V2V link that randomly enters the scenario on the same multilane. Assuming that vehicles are traveling
at an average speed and their locations change over time, there are two solutions for timing. The ﬁrst is
event-based method, which implies that the eNB will allocate resources when the vehicle just enters. The
advantage of this method is that it can allocate resources to new vehicles and consider the V2V links in
the scenario, but the disadvantage is that it will affect the timing of the decision based on the time when
the vehicle enters the scenario. Random vehicles may cause too frequent or poor resource allocation
timings. The second is the time cycle-based method, which allocates resources to the V2V link and CUE
in the scenario based on time cycle. The advantage is that the frequency of resource allocation can be
adjusted according to different vehicle conditions. In the end, we selected the time cycle-based approach.
We use time as the benchmark for resource allocation to deﬁne a parameter TRM to represent the cycle of
resource allocation, i.e., how often the remapping action needs to be performed. Fig. 2 shows the time axis
0
k
, it implies the start time; when t ¼ TRM
, it
represented by TRM, with k from 0 to inﬁnity. When t ¼ TRM
represents the time point of the k-th resource allocation.
Whenever a new V2V link enters the scenario, it is represented by t ¼ Tarrival and the intention is to
distinguish the V2V link that just entered the coverage of the eNB.
3.3 Design of Gain Value
We consider using sum rate as the parameter of gain and weight values. Considering that we will use the
same pairing format for a time period until the next resource allocation timing point, we will consider
the current V2V link location for pairing. The V2V link in the scenario will also move at the speed of the
vehicle and ﬁnally determine the range of the V2V link from the current position to the position before
the point in time when the next resource allocation is performed. Subsequently, we calculate the sum rate
that can be obtained during this period as the weight value. When calculating the gain value, two
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situations are considered: a new V2V entering the scenario and cycle-based resource allocation. The ﬁrst is
kþ1
; the second is when
when there is a new arrival V2V link (t ¼ Tarrival ), the calculation range is Tarrival  TRM
kþ1
k
k
, the calculation range is TRM
 TRM
.
t ¼ TRM
3.4 SP-GARA Scheme
The scenario considered here is different from the traditional resource allocation methods using system
snapshots. Our research is to consider the continuous resource allocation over a time period. In the previous
two sections, we have deﬁned the resource allocation time cycle parameter and the weight value of the
calculation priority. The following are the steps of the proposed scheme. In our proposed SP-GARA
scheme, two situations exist: the ﬁrst is when a new V2V link enters the scenario, and the second is
when the cycle of resource allocation expires.
Case 1: The start time occurs when a new V2V link enters the scenario. At this time, the eNB allocates
resources only to the new arrival V2V link as follows:
Step 1: Select CUE as a candidate: Take the timeline of Fig. 2 as an example, when t ¼ Tarrival , a new
arrival V2V link enters the scenario at this time, and the eNB should allocate resources to the V2V link.
Considering that the CUE that has reused resources initially, when selected by the new arrival V2V link
again, it will cause the original pair to break down. Therefore, we use the CUE that has not been reused
and put it in the set of Available CUEðTarrival Þ as a candidate for the new arrival V2V link.
V2V link
arrival

Start

T0RM

T1RM

T2RM

TkRM

Tk+1RM

t=Tarrival

Figure 2: Example of a timeline
Step 2: Calculate the gain value: the new arrival V2V link will calculate the gain value with all CUEs in
Available CUEðTarrival Þ and use Eq. (7) to form a one-dimensional list among the calculated gain values.


Step 3: V2V link and CUE pairing: From the newly formed list, ﬁnd max Gaini;j as the pairing of the
i
new arrival V2V linkj and CUEi.
Z T kþ1
Z T kþ1
RM
RM
V 2V
Ratei;j ðtÞdt þ
RateCUE
Gaini;j ðt Þ ¼
i;j ðt Þdt; i 2 8 Available CUE ðt Þ; j ¼ new arrival V 2V link (7)
Tarrival

Tarrival

Available CUEðt Þ: CUE that has not reused resources at time t.
RateVi;j2V ðt Þ: V2V’s data rate when V2V linkj is paired with CUEi at time t.
RateCUE
i;j ðt Þ: CUE’s data rate when V2V linkj is paired with CUEi at time t.
Gaini;j ðt Þ: At time t, the expected data rate when V2V linkj is paired with CUEi.
kþ1
In Eq. (7), we calculated t ¼ Tarrival  TRM
. The sum of the V2V and CUE rates is used as the CUE of
the resources that are not reused and the gain value of the new arrival V2V link.
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k
Case 2: When the start time is t ¼ TRM
, the eNB will reallocate resources to all V2V links in the
scenario. The allocation method is as follows:
k
Step 1: All CUEs are candidates:
 k Take
 the timeline of Fig. 2 as an example. When t ¼ TRM , all V2V
links are placed in the set of V 2V TRM as V2V links for allocating resources.
 k 
and CUE,
Step 2: Calculate the gain value: Use Eq. (8) to calculate the gain value between V 2V TRM
and form a matrix, as shown in Fig. 3.

V2V
CUE
CUE1
CUE2
…
CUEi

Gain
V2V1
Gain11
Gain21
…
Gaini1

V2V2
Gain12
Gain22
…
Gaini2

…
…
…
…
…

V2Vj
Gain1j
Gain2j
…
Gainij

Figure 3: Gain matrix
The equation for calculating the gain value at this time is as follows:
Z T kþ1
Z T kþ1
RM
RM
V 2V
Ratei;j ðt Þdt þ
RateCUE
Gaini;j ðt Þ ¼
i;j ðt Þdt; i 2 8CUE; j 2 8V 2V ðt Þ
k
TRM

(8)

k
TRM

V2VðtÞ: At time t, all V2V links in the scenario.
RateVi;j2V ðt Þ: V2V’s data rate when V2V linkj is paired with CUEi at time t.
RateCUE
i;j ðt Þ: CUE’s data rate when V2V linkj is paired with CUEi at time t.
Gaini;j ðt Þ: At time t, the expected data rate when V2V linkj is paired with CUEi.
kþ1
k
In Eq. (8), we calculated the sum of the time between t ¼ TRM
 TRM
, V2V rate, and CUE rate. The
sum is used for the CUE that has not reused resources and the gain value of all V2V links in the scenario
at time t.


Step 3: V2V link and CUE pairing: From the matrix, ﬁnd max Gaini;j as a priority pairing situation
i;j
and move CUEi and V2Vj out of the original set.
 k 
Step 4: Repeat the steps and return to Step 1, until V 2V TRM ¼ [; and the resource allocation is
completed.

In our proposed SP-GARA scheme, the overall scheme algorithm ﬂow is shown in Fig. 4.
4 Results and Discussion
The environmental performance evaluation uses two codirectional lanes within a single eNB signal
range. Randomly distributed CUEs are present within the signal range of the eNB, and multiple vehicles
are ready to pass through the same lane of the eNB. The pairings are completed, and V2V link
communication is established. Assuming that CUE always has data to transmit, the V2V link also
continues to transmit driving data. In the simulation process, the eNB uses a cycle-based resource
allocation algorithm for the V2V link to select the spectrum resources of the CUE suitable for the V2V link.
In our performance evaluation, the SP-GARA resource allocation scheme proposed here was compared
with the Instantaneous Capacity-based (InsCap-based) and Random schemes. Among them, the deﬁnition of
InsCap-based scheme is the same resource allocation cycle as the present study to perform resource
allocation. The difference is that in the calculation of the weight value, the transmission rate of the V2V
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link’s location at the current time is used as the weight value instead of the gain value considering the time
period as the proposed scheme.

t=0(=T 0RM), Start

New V2V
arrival?
No

t=T kRM ?(k 1)
No

No

Yes

Assign not mapped
CUE
Yes

Re-mapping

V2V(T kRM) = ø or
Available CUE(t) = ø

Yes

End

Figure 4: Proposed SP-GARA scheme
k
When t = TRM
, the equation for gain value is as follows:

Gaini;j ðt Þ ¼ RateVi;j2V ðtÞ þ RateCUE
i;j ðt Þ; 8i 2 CUE; 8j 2 V 2V ðt Þ

(9)

The random scheme randomly allocates a CUE spectrum resource as a pairing to all V2V links under
t = TRM. Other performance evaluation parameters are shown in Tab. 1.
Two performance evaluation parameters for comparing the performance of the three types of vehicle
speeds (different vehicle densities) exist. The performance evaluation parameters are introduced as follows:
The ﬁrst is system sum rate: CUE and V2V link with reused resources are used as the system sum rate
from Eqs. (4)–(6). We use the total sum rate obtained via the Shannon equation based on the SINR.
k1
with the
The second is system overhead: We compare the pairing of V2V link and CUE when t ¼ TRM
k1
pairing of V2V link and CUE when t ¼ TRM . When the V2V link pairing situation is different from the
previous time, the number of remapping times is calculated once, and this number is regarded as system
overhead.

We ﬁrst observe from the perspective of different vehicle speeds with three resource allocation schemes
and explore the impact of varying resource allocation time cycles (TRM) using resource allocation schemes.
We also verify through the simulation results of various TRM methods to determine the size of TRM to use for
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cycle-based resource allocation if needed. Three sizes of resource allocation time cycle TRM = 10, 60, and
110 are used. The number of CUEs is 50, the total number of V2V links is 1000, and the interarrival time
for V2V entering the scenario is 5 s. Using these data for comparison, we hope to maximize the system
sum rate and then look at the impact of TRM from the perspective of these evaluation parameters.
Table 1: Simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

Cell radius (R)
Channel capacity
#CUE
Cellular users’ distribution
#V2V link
Distance between eNB & Lane (D)
CUE’s transmit power
V2V’s transmit power
Maximum V2V link distance
Noise power spectral density
Pathloss model
V2V’s interarrival time
V2V’s speed
Timer (TRM )

1500 m
10 MHz (#RB = 50)
50
Uniform random distribution
1000
900 m
23 dBm
17 dBm
50 m
−118 dBm
128.1 + 37.6 * log(d[km])
5s
60, 90, 120 (km/h) (#V2V = 30, 20, 15)
10 to 150 (increment of 10)

4.1 Performance of the System Sum Rate
Figs. 5–7 can present the system sum rate with different vehicle speeds. Fig. 5 shows the system sum rate
with a vehicle speed of 60 km/h. The horizontal and vertical axes represent time and transmission volume
(sum rate), respectively. We have the following observations:
The sum rate increases over time. Thereafter, when Timer(TRM) = 10, the ﬁnal sum rate is the highest
among TRM = 10, 60, and 110. Our proposed SP-GARA performs the best among the three schemes
because the smaller the T, the more frequent the resource allocation, which can also make it easier for
V2V to pick suitable CUE spectrum resources. Further, in our proposed scheme, compared with the
InsCap-based control group, the increase in sum rate is only slightly higher mainly because when the
resource allocation time cycle is shorter and the resource allocation is more frequent, the probability of
the InsCap-based scheme being able to pick a match similar to the proposed scheme also increases.
Compared to the random scheme, it has the worst performance. Furthermore, when TRM = 60, the overall
sum rate is the second-highest among the three TRM parameters. At this point, it can be observed that
compared to the case of TRM = 10, our proposed scheme is considerably better than the InsCap-based
scheme because as the period T increases, we can choose the best matching situation considering the
expected sum rate in the future. InsCap-based scheme only chooses the best sum rate pairing at the
moment, so our proposed scheme is more for system sum rate than InsCap-based. Finally, when
TRM = 110, the overall sum rate is the lowest among the three TRM parameters because the resource
allocation cycle is very long, causing few V2V link resource allocations in the eNB. Majorly, the same
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pairing is used, which leads to the worst performance among TRM = 10, 60, and 110. However, even when
TRM = 110, our proposed scheme is still the best.

Figure 5: Total sum rate (V2V speed = 60 km/h)

Figure 6: Total sum rate (V2V speed = 90 km/h)
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Figure 7: Total sum rate (V2V speed = 120 km/h)
The results of the three at different speeds are the same. By comparing the three schemes and three
different sizes of T, we could draw several observations. First, as the vehicle speed increases (the density
of the vehicle is lower), the total system sum rate decreases; the vehicle speed of 120 km/h in Fig. 7 has
the lowest total system sum rate. Second, at the same vehicle speed, with the change in TRM from small
to large, comparing our proposed and the InsCap-based schemes, when TRM = 10, the advantage is not
obvious. The biggest advantage appears when TRM = 60, but when TRM = 110, it slows again. Finally,
compared to the random comparison, it is entirely inversely proportional. The smaller the TRM, the better.
4.2 Performance of the System Overhead
In Figs. 8–10, we discuss the system overhead problem of each scheme. At the vehicle speed of 60 km/h
in Fig. 8, three schemes are compared, and the total number of remapping in the case of resource allocation
period TRM = 10, 60, and 110, as discussed below. We have the following observations:
In each scheme, the larger the TRM, the smaller the total number of remapping and the relationship
between the two is inversely proportional. Next, in the random scheme, it typically has the highest total
number of remapping because without considering the resource allocation of the V2V link location
information, the probability of picking the same pair of CUE spectrum resources with the previous
resource allocation is low. In addition, in the InsCap-based scheme, the number of remapping times is
similar to that of our proposed algorithm because when the vehicle speed is slow, the relative moving
positions are similar. Therefore, the InsCap-based scheme also improves the situation of picking the
same pair.
The results of the three at different speeds are the same. By comparing the three schemes and three
different sizes of T, we could show the observations. First, as the vehicle speed increases (the density of
the vehicle is lower), the total number of remapping decreases; the vehicle speed of 120 km/h in Fig. 10
has the lowest total number of remapping. Second, the random scheme has the highest value of the
system overhead. Finally, for different vehicle speeds, the feature of the system overhead is similar
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between our proposed scheme and InsCap-based scheme; moreover, our proposed scheme has less numbers
of total remapping.

Figure 8: Total number of remapping (V2V speed = 60 km/h)

Figure 9: Total number of remapping (V2V speed = 90 km/h)
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Figure 10: Total number of remapping (V2V speed = 120 km/h)
4.3 Discussion Effect of TRM Selection
4.3.1 Distribution of Different TRM
In Fig. 11, we observed each the V2V link sum rate at vehicle speed = 60 km/h in our SP-GARA scheme,
the total number of V2V links is 1000, and interarrival time = 5 s. To analyze and show the sum rate of each
V2V ID (from 1 to 1000) link for different resource allocation period TRM = 10, 60 and 110. We have a few
observations as follows:
First, the different values of TRM might have different rate distribution and the lower resource allocation
period TRM has a higher centralized distribution. Besides, the sum rate of different V2V links is between
2300~2500 bits/Hz when TRM = 10. It has a higher sum rate and centralized distribution as lower
resource allocation period can have provide the effect of immediate resource allocation. Finally, there are
higher differences in the sum rates from V2V links when TRM = 110. The higher resource allocation
period cannot provide robustness radio quality, and the variation of V2V link’s sum rate would be
increased due to the vehicle’s mobility characteristics.
4.3.2 Performance Analysis between TRM Selection and Vehicle Speed
In Figs. 12 and 13, our proposed scheme observed vehicle speeds = 60, 90, and 120 km/h, the total
number of V2V links is 1000, and interarrival time = 5 s. Using different time cycles of TRM to show the
total sum rate as Fig. 12 and the number of remapping times as Fig. 13, the horizontal axis is TRM and
the two ﬁgures of the vertical axis are the total sum rate and number of remapping times, respectively.
We have a few observations as follows:
Irrespective of the vehicle speed being fast or slow, as the TRM becomes more extensive, the total sum
rate will show a decreasing trend with a linear decrease. Thereafter, observing the performance of different
vehicle speeds in SP-GARA, we found that the slower the vehicle speed, the higher the system sum rate
because the greater the number of vehicles simultaneously present in the scenario, the greater the system
sum rate that can be generated.
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Figure 11: Sum rate of individual V2V links

Figure 12: Relation chart between the cycle of resource allocation and total sum rate in the SP-GARA
scheme
Irrespective of whether the vehicle speed being fast or slow, as the TRM becomes more extensive, the
total number of remapping will show a decreasing trend with an exponential decrease. Thereafter,
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observing the performance of different vehicle speeds in SP-GARA, we found that the slower the vehicle
speed, the higher the system sum rate because the greater the number of vehicles simultaneously present
in the scenario, the greater the system sum rate that can be generated. Furthermore, we can set the
threshold of the total number of remapping (OHTH) according to different needs. First, we set the
threshold value to the appropriate resource allocation period (TRM) to meet the burden of the system TRM.
Assuming that we can tolerate a maximum of 4000, as shown in Fig. 13, the x-axis value at the position
where the red horizontal line intersects with three different vehicle speeds is the appropriate TRM value.

Figure 13: Relation chart between the cycle of resource allocation and number of remapping in the SPGARA scheme
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In the previous Long Term Evolution-Vehicle (LTE-V) scenarios, the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
Cellular User Equipment (CUE) links shared resources were allocated in real time. This paper considered
the continuous-time scenario to be close to actual scenarios. By driving the vehicle at a ﬁxed speed in the
lane, we designed the Semi Persistent Gain Aware Resource Allocation (SP-GARA) scheme based on
TRM, which was mainly calculated using the gain value as the weight value. We adopted this scheme to
reuse the appropriate CUE uplink spectrum as the V2V link resource; moreover, the scheme tried to
maximize the system sum rate and reduce the system overhead simultaneously. Through simulation
experiments, our proposed scheme has better performance than the contrasts of Instantaneous Capacitybased (InsCap-based) and Random. Furthermore, through experimental analysis results, our proposed
scheme can dynamically determine the appropriate resource allocation cycle according to different V2V
vehicle speeds and system overhead thresholds.
As the speed of driving vehicles vary, the selection value of TRM in our proposed SP-GARA scheme
should be reorganized to support. The gain value calculation should also be redesigned to improve the
robustness in the future. Moreover, the algorithm of resource allocation might be redeﬁned to support
dynamic speed vehicles in LTE-V environment.
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